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The behaviour of summability transforms of’ power series outside their circle of 
convergence has been studied by various authors. In particular. the question of 
where and to what limits a regular method can sum the geometric series outside the 
unit disc has been the object of many investigations. A result by W. Luh I.$litr. 
Math. Sm. Giessm 113 ( 1974)] suggests that the limits and the set, of 
convergence may be chosen from surprisingly large classes. However. Luh’s 
matrices are not regular. In this paper. it is shown that the construction method 
used in Luh does yield regular matrices if the main construction tool. Mergelqan’\ 
theorem. is replaced by an approximation theorem (proved in Section 2) which 
appears to be more appropriate for the needs of summabllit!: theory. Two of man) 
possible applications of this theorem are given in Section 3. the second of which 
impro\ca upon the main result in Luh. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many authors have investigated the effectiveness of summability methods 
on power series outside their circle of convergence. See. for example, 
17. 8, 10, 12, 13, 16-201. To a certain degree. the Okada theorem (a general 
version of which can be found in 12 I) allows us to extend results about the 
geometric series to general power series. In this paper. we present an approx- 
imation theorem which enables us to give a satisfactory solution to the 
problem of constructing a regular matrix that sums the geometric series to 
prescribed values on a given set S. 
The existence of such methods was proved by Israpilov 14-6) for the case 
that S is a countable set outside the unit circle. However. a result by Luh 
(Theorem 5.1 in 19 I) suggests that S and the prescribed limits of the 
transforms may be chosen from a much larger class. In fact, the matrices 
constructed in 19 I sum the geometric series on a countable collection C of 
points, Jordan arcs. and simply connected regions. 
Unfortunately, the methods A obtained in 19 I are not regular in general. 
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This weakness will be eliminated with the help of the approximation theorem 
proved in Section 2. It will be shown that if C does not intersect the closed 
unit disc then A can be chosen from the following class. 
DEFINITION. Let H be the set of all row-finite matrices (a,,.,),:,, ,, which 
satisfy the conditions 
(i) lim,, ,, maxhp,o ia,,,h = 0. 
(ii) 1“ -h 0 ‘rr.h = I for 17 = 0. I..... 
(iii) lim,, ,, L; ,,lu,, hi = 1. 
It is easily seen that (i). (ii). (iii) imply the three Toeplitz conditions: 
therefore all matrices in .H are regular. Moreover. it can be shown that 3’ is 
a semigroup under the usual multiplication of summability methods. 
Further notations. For every set S c ,I . let s denote the interior and .? 
the closure of S. A sequence of functions (f,,) will be called compactly 
convergent to a function f on S c r if it converges to 1‘ uniformly on every’ 
compact subset of S. Also, the following abbreviations will be used 
throughout: 
I. ).= (ZE’ :,zl<r\ for Y 3 0. i = , . L , = ‘: . 
U,(z)= (i E ‘. : ;t ~ ZI < 61 for 6 > 0. z E c . 
c’,(S)=-j/E, :~t~~,~~~riforsomen~ES) for (3 1 0. S (1 8’ 
If K is a compact set then A(K) denotes the Banach space of all functions 
which are continuous on K and holomorphic on k. Finally, we make the 
DEFINITION. For every compact set K with 0 E f?. I 6? ti. let 
M(K)= (z E : : 1 < iz/ < I t d;, dist(z. K”) < 6) U U,( I ). 
where I ~ 6/2 = dist(O. K”). 
2. A SUMMABILITY APPROXIMATION THEOKEM 
Suppose that we want to construct a row-finite summability method A = 
(a,,,) with certain properties. Let us denote the A-transform of the geometric 
sequence (z”) by (r,!), i.e.. 
r,,(z) = \‘ a,,,,L 
k-0 
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Also. denote the A-transform of the geometric series by (a,,). i.e.. 
u,,(z) = c a,,,,(1 + ... + zh). 
h-0 
The Mergelyan approximation theorem (see. for example. 11 1 1) asserts 
that if K,, is a compact set which does not separate the plane and if 
g E A(K,). then there is a polynomial p,, such that lp,, ~ gl < l/n on K,,. 
Therefore, if we wish the transform (r,,) to converge to g on a given set S, we 
can proceed in the following manner: we choose (K,) to be a sequence which 
exhausts S and determine the entries a,, I by setting r,, = p,. Since a,,(~) = 
(l/( I - z))(r,( 1) ~ zr,(z)) for z # I, th’e result “~7,~ + S on S” follows if 
g( 1) = 1 and g(z) = (l/z)( 1 ~ (1 - z)-/“(z)) for z E S. 
For example, suppose that S = I- U (e’“: 7c/2 < 0 < n} and thatfand g are 
defined by f(z) = l/( 1 - z) for 1~1 < 1. f(z) = l/( 1 + z) for z E S\d’l and 
g(l)-l,g(z)=Ofor/z:<l,g(z)=2/(1 tz)forzES\~.SetK,,=(I/U 
’ ,I I,, I) L’ le’“: 742 < 0 < nn/(n + I)} and determine r,, and u,, (n > 1) as in 
the preceding paragraph. It follows that r,, + g and u,, + f on S. 
In further applications the Mergelyan theorem and the construction 
method described above can be used to prove a variety of existence theorems 
in summability theory (cf. IS-lo]). The method works for all sets S which 
can be exhausted by a sequence of compact sets K,, that do not separate the 
plane. If g E A(K,,) for all K, then we obtain a row-finite matrix A such that 
T,l + g on S. This matrix satisfies the row-sum condition if g( 1) = 1: and it is 
not hard to show that A also satisfies the column-limit condition if g(z) = 0 
in a neighbourhood of 0. However, the matrices obtained are not necessarily, 
regular. Indeed, in our example g is not bounded on S and so (;r,,) is not 
uniformly bounded on 1~1 = 1 whence A cannot satisfy the row-norm con- 
dition. 
The proposed construction method does provide regular matrices if the 
following adjustment is made: we replace the Mergelyan theorem lay 
THEOREM I. Suppose K and L are compact sets riot separating the plane 
such that 0 E g-, 1 fZ K and L n (KU j) = 0. Then there exists. ,for ever)’ 
I: > 0 and every FE A(L). a po!,~nomial p(z) = C: ,, a,:h M!hich satisfies the 
.follo~~irtg conditions: 
Ia,1 < I: fbr k = 0 . . . . . N. (1) 
p(l)= 1. (2) 
\‘ Ia,1 < l+t‘, 
k-0 
I P(Z)1 < 1: for z E (KU ?)\M(K). 
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Proof: Define (positive!) constants p, 6 by the equation 
p = 1 ~~ 6/2 = dist(O. K”) 
and consider, for 0 < 0 < 1, the Miibius transformations T,,(z): 
a,/( 1 + G - z) and the homeomorphisms h(,: I + 8: defined bq 
k,(z) = (Z/P)( 1 + UP) for Izl<:. 
= (z/lzl)(l + u IZI) for p<lzi < l/(1 a), 
= z for i,‘l> l/(1 ~~ a). 
For ~~1 < 1 + u9 we have 
T,,(z) = ;- Ch 
ldZh where c (111 h -a(l $U) i ‘. 
h-0 
As the coefficients c:,,’ are positive and 7;,( 1) = I. it follows that 
(6) 
We are now going to show that. if 0 is small enough. we have 
,I,) 
kh ~ < 5’2 for X ~ 0 ._.., .V. 
T,(z)1 c 42 for z 1 3 6. 
ht7(L) :: L. 





In fact. (7) follows if CT < 1:/2. If ci < min{&.‘?, dr:j4}. then iz 1 <S r) Implies 
T,,(z)1 = u/I(z ~ 1) ~ u. < u/(6 ~~~ a) c (61:/4)/(6 ~ J/2), and so (8) follo\vs. 
If L = 0 then there is nothing to prove for (9). In the case 1, s 0 choose u S> 
Li/( 1 + d). where d= dist(l, I ). Note that d is positive since L r-‘ -. 0. 
With this choice for CT. z E L implies L’ 6 1 1 d ,2 l/( I a) and hence 
h,(z) := L; and therefore (9) follows. 
The inclusion (10) holds if u <: 6/3. To show this let z E K’,hS,(K). Then : 
must satisfy the inequality 1 t up < ~2 ~ < l/( I ~~ a) because z is not an 
element of h,,(K) 3 h,,(l :,) = i: , i ,,,,, and /zI 3 I/( I 0) would imply : ~~ 
h,,(z) E h,(K). A simple computation shows that h,, ‘(z) = z! z/ (~2 1 )/U. 
Also h, ‘(z) 66 K since z 6? h,,(K). and therefore we ha\e dist(z. K”) 5, 
iz’h,,‘(z)1=Il/a-((l -u)/o)lzll. As I +-rip<lz/ < 1111 a) this is less 
than I/u-((1 -~)/a)(1 + ap)=u+((l 0)/2)6. so if 0 < (i/3. then 
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dist(z. K’) < 6 and also 1 < /z 1 < I/( 1 - a) < I/( 1 - 6/3) < I + 6 (since 6 := 
2 ~~ 2p < 2), and (10) follows. 
For the rest of the proof let u be a fixed positive number such thal: (7), (8), 
(9). and (10) hold. Consider the function 
v(i) = T”(Z) for z E h,,W 1. 
= (a/(z - l))(F(z) ~- 1 ) for zEf.. 
Note that 1 @ L. that T,(z) has its only pole at 1 + 0 = h,(l) which is not 
an element of h,(K), and that the sets I, = h,,(L) and h,,(K) are disjoint. So ~1 
is well defined and w E A(L u h,,(K)). Furthermore. as h,: I -+ I is a 
homeomorphism. L U h,,(K) = h,(L UK) is a compact set that does not 
separate the plane. Therefore, we may apply the Mergelyan approximation 
theorem to I,V on L U h,(K). 
So let R = max{ lzl: z E L u h,(K)}, ‘1 > 0. There exists a polynomial y 
such that 
/4(z) - w(z)I < ‘1 for 
We define a polynomial p by writing 
z E L u h,,(K .I. (11) 
p(;)Z \‘ akih ZZ 
h-11 
1 + ((= - 1 )/a) Y(Z). 
Clearly p satisfies (2). and the theorem will be proved if we can show that. if 
)I is small enough, the statements (1). (3), (4). and (5) also hold. 
The estimate (5) follows if q < oc/(R + 1), because for z E L. (11) implies 
IPkbF(=)l=l(p(z)- I)-(F(z)- ])I 
= (Ii -- 1 l/u) 19(z) -~ v(z)1 < ((R + 1 )/a)~/. 
For the other inequalities note first that we have. on h,,(K). 
lP(z)--T,(i)l=l(l +((Z- l)/Q)di))-(1 t ((Z- l)/U)7;,(2))l 
= (12 - 1 i/u) Is(z) - v(z)l. 
Together with (11) this yields 
I P(Z) - T,(z)1 < ((R + 1 )/a)~ fOJ z E h,,(K). (12) 
Taking complements with respect to K in (10) we obtain K\M(K) c h,,(K). 
Since Cm: is also contained in h,,(K) we get (KU I j)\M(K) c h,(K). So (12) 
holds for all z E (KU 1 ))\M(K). Therefore, (4) follows if we choose r/ < 
ae/(2(R + 1)) and use the estimate (8) in (12). 
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Finally. we shall obtain (1) and (3) for small ‘7 by making use ot 
Cauchy’s integral formula 
Estimating the integrand with (12) we get 
la,,</c:“‘l+(l+up) 51((R+I)ja) for k = o..... :v. (131 
Together with (7) this estimate implies ‘(I~ ~ < r:;2 i- ((R + 1 )/a)~1 
(k = O,.... N) and therefore (I) holds if rl < ut:!(Z(R + 1)). 
Also, it follows from (13) and (6) that 
Therefore. (3) is satisfied if q < a’pc/‘(( I TV crl,)(R t I)). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
In Section 3 we shall see how Theorem I can be applied to obtain 
existence theorems in summability theory. The following lemma will be 
useful in our applications. 
L~~td.4 2. For ever]’ simp!,, connected region G sutisjjyirlg I @ G and 
’ c G there esists a nondecreasing sequence oJ‘ compact sets K,, c K, T 
,$,hich do not separate the plane and satisj.;? the ,follo,c*ing conditions: 
0 E I?:,. I cf K,, and K,, c Gfkr )I = 0. I . . . . (14) 
lb el’er>’ compact subset of’ K oJ‘ G there is at1 irlde.\- ti,, E #’ ,/ 
such that K c K,,\M(K,,) for II > II,, (15) 
TV ever:,> compact subset K of’1 \j I ; there is au iudes u,, E ,, 
such that K c ‘1 ~\M(K,,).for n > n,,. (16) 
ProoJ For n = 0. I,... define K,, to be the set of all points in G the 
moduli of which do not exceed n + I and whose distance to the complement 
of G is not less than l/(n + 2). Clearly. we have 0 E &, (yince c- G). 
1 @ K,, (since K,, c G and 1 @ G), and K,, (: K, c ..‘. The complement of h’,, 
can be written in the form K:; == :;, , u C’, 1,, !, (G”), which shows that K,, 
is connected (since G is simply connected). So K,, does not separate the 
plane and satisfies (14) for n = 0, I ,... 
Let K be a compact subset of G. We may assume that 0 E K (otherwise 
replace K by KU’ , :). Let d be the distance between K and G” (so 
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0 < d < I), and let M = {izl: z E K 1. It follows from the definition of the K,, 
that there is an index n,, E n,, such that 
K’, c Kj’ \,+I ” u,:,(G’) for n > n,,. (17) 
Let n > n,. Since G 3 L\‘, (17) implies that K, =) {z: lz 1 < 1 ~ d/3 }. Therefore 
we can write dist(O. Kk) = 1 - 6/2 > 1 ~ d/3 which implies 6 < id. It follows 
from the definition of M(K,) that M(K,,) c Uzd.3(K:;). -Taking fd- 
neighbourhoods in (17) we obtain that UZd,z(K:;) c K’. Thus we have shown 
that M(K,) c K“. By taking complements in (17) we also find that K c K,,. 
Hence (15) is satisfied. 
Finally. let K be a compact subset of C >\{ 11. We may again assume that 
0 E k. Let d = dist( 1. K). It follows from the definition of the K,, and the 
fact that G 3 !“I that there is an index n,, E r;,, such that K,, -1 i 8, (, J for 
tz > n,,. For such n, we therefore obtain that dist(O, K:;) > 1 ~ d/2 implying 
:\M(K,,) 3 I ‘\U,( 1) -3 K. Th us we have proved the remaining parIt ( 16) of 
the lemma. 
3. REGULAR SUMMABILITY METHODS WHICH SUM THE GEoME’rRI( 
SERIES TO PRESCRIBED VALUES OUTSIDE THE UNIT CIRCII 
With the results in Section 2 we are now able to construct regular matrices 
which sum the geometric series to prescribed functions on sets larger than 
the unit circle. It will be convenient to use the abbreviations 
/ r,:(z) = ” cI,,,hzh. 
h-0 
a,;(i) = c 
h-0 
n,,,,(l + “’ + zh) 
for !I > 0. z E s!‘, and row-finite A = (a,,,,),:,, ,,. If. in addition. T,)( 1) =- I 
then it is easy to see that 
CJ,l(i)=(l/(l -Z))( 1 ~ Zri(Z)) for z f 1. (18) 
As a simple consequence of Theorem 1 we obtain 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a simpl!, conrlected region the complement of 
I\‘hich is a simple path r joining 1 arld CO and intersrctirlg the closed urrit 
disc only, at 1. Therl there esists a mawi.u A E H such that 
(a) lim,, ,, r,:(z) = 0 and lim,, i, a;;(i) = l/(1 .-- z)for all z E : ‘as{ I}. 
(b) the sequences (cJ~), (ri) both corwerge compactljl 011 each one q/ 
the sets G and r\{ 1 }. 
In the case where G is the Mittag-Leffler star ‘1 \I 1. co) explicit methods 
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(LindelGf, Mittag-Leffler, LeRoy-see, e.g.. 13 I) are known to sum the 
geometric series to I/( 1 ~ z) on G. Part (a) of Theorem 3 says that we can 
do better than that. Of course. the problem of finding explicit matrices 
remains open. (For explicit methods satisfying (a) and (b) see / 14 / or 115 I.) 
Proof’ of Theorem 3. We may assume that the parametrisation of I‘ is 
such that f( 1) = 1 and lim, , , f(t) = co. Define L,, = fl II + l/(n + 1 ). 
II t 2 I) for II 3 0 and let K,, be compact sets like in Lemma 2. Theorem 1 
with K = K,,. L = L,,. I: = l/(n + I). and k‘(z) = 0 guarantees the existence 
of polynomials p,,(z) = y: ,, o,,,~:~ (n = 0. I...,) satisfying 
Il,l,h 1 < I/(!? + 1 ) for I, = 0. I..... (lc)) 
“ L7 ,,.h = ” 
h-0 
(20) 
“ ~“,j,h 1 < I t I,i(,7 + 1 ). (21) 
h-;-I / 
1 p,,(z)i < lj(n + 1) for z E (K,, ‘L,J I )\,M(K,,) and for ; E I-,, (22 ) 
Consider the matrix A = (a,,.,). Clearly (19). (20). (21 ) imply the regularit) 
of A and we even have A E II,. The transforms r,: are equal to the poly- 
nomials p,,. Since (18) also holds it suffices to prove that lim,, . , /l,,(z) = 0 
uniformly on every compact subset of G and on every compact subset of‘ 
r\{ 1 }. But every such set is, for sufficiently large 77, either contained in L,, 
or-because of (15ta subset of (K,, U I’ )\M(K,,). In either case (22) 
implies the statements (a) and (b). 
In another application of the approximation Theorem 1 we are now going 
to improve a result by Luh (Theorem 5.1 in IY I) in which he constructs 
methods A which satisfy conditions (23) through (27) of the follo\ling 
theorem. but does not obtain regularity. For further applications of 
Theorem 1 see. for example. I 1 1 or I 15 /. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that G,, is u simnp!l* connected region containing 
the open unit disc but not the point I. Also suppose that at most countab!\, 
mar2.v 
and 
simplJy connected regions G, . G, ,.... 
Jordan arcs J, _ Jz ,.... 
point sets (2, 1. {z?}.... 
ure given, and that these sets are disjoint and contain no point oj’ I U G,,. 
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Furthermore, let f,(z) = l/( 1 - z) and let, for v > 1, 
j’,,(z) be holomorphic on G,,. 
g,.(z) be continuous on J!., 
w,. be any complex number. 
Then there exists a matrix A E .# Hlhich satisfies the following conditions: 
;If”, 4 (z) = f,.(z) compactl>l on G,, . for each 1’ > 0, (23) 
lim a:(z) = l/(1 - z) compactl)! on #i j\{ 1 }. (24) II + CL 
lim u:(z) = g,,(z) 
n +i* 
uniformly on J,., for each 1: > 1, (25) 
lim u:(z) = w,. for each v > 1, (26) 
n .V;I 
the sequence (u:(z)) diverges for 
z@ bu u G,,u u J, u(z ,,... }. (27) 
I., 0 I’2 I 
Proof. For notational ease, define G,, = 0 resp. J,. = 0 resp. {z,.) = 0 
wherever the index v exceeds the number of sets given. Let K,, =: K,,,, be 
compact sets like in Lemma 2 with G = G,. Every G,. (V > 1) can be 
exhausted by a sequence of compact sets K,,,. not separating the plane, so 
that we have, for every v > 1, 
to every compact subset K of G,. there is an index 
n,, > 0 such that KC K,,,, c G,. for tt > II{,. (28) 
For n = 0. l,..., let d, denote the (positive!) distance between the sets 
Each of the compact sets 
En = (Uj, n Hn)\K,,z (l-1 u il, (J,.U iz, 1)) 
I’ I 
can covered by finitely many compact discs a,,,,..., D,,,,,, with radii d,/2 and 
centers in E,. We define D,,, = 0 and 
L n.p=D,,,pU ir W,,,.uJ,.U k,.l) for n=O. l...., 1 <p:<r,,. 
I.7 I 
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It is not hard to verify that, for every fixed pair (n.~), the sets 
D n.0. K ,,.I )...) K ,1,x J, . . . . , J,,. {Z,} .. . . . CZ,,] 
are disjoint and do not separate the plane. Hence L,,., does not separate the 
plane; and it is not hard to show that L,,., does not intersect 1 U K,,. 
Therefore, we may apply Theorem I to K = K,, . L = L,,,,, . I: == l/(n + 1). and 
F(z) = F,,,p(z). where 
F,,.,,(z) = I/z - (( 1 - z)/z)S, (z) if : E G,., 1 & I’ < n. 
= l/z-((1 -z)/z)g,,(z) if zEJ,. 1 &r<rl. 
= l/z,, ~-. (I ~ Z,.)“‘,.j’,. if z = : ,. 1 + 1’ & 11, 
I? if = E D,,.(a 
Thus, there exist polynomials p,,,,,(z) = 2; ,) u:)l.“‘z’ satisfying 
@,P’l < I/(rrt 1) for k = 0. I..... (29) 
\‘ a, --. l11.11, ~ , (30) 
T--,I 
” /a:“.“‘1 < 1 + l/(/1 + I), 
k-l, 
I P,,.,(Z)l < Il(n + 1) for z E (K,, U I #)\M(K,,). 
I p,,,,(--) ~ F,,.I,(~)l < li(n t 1) if 2 E L,,.,,. 




a n, k = 
( n ,) , 
a, for k=O.l....,rn== \‘ I’, imp- 1 (II 3 0. 1 & /I & I’,, ). 
0, / 1, 
Plainly. (29) through (3 1) imply that A E ti. Furthermore. \ve have 
r,L(z)= pIz,,,(z) if \‘ I’, &rn < \‘ I’,,. (34) 
0 c ,’ ,/ 0. /“ I, 
If K is a compact subset of G,. (~2 1 ) then (28). (33). and the fact that 
K,,.,. = L,,., imply that lim,n . , r,:,(z) = l/z ~ ((I z)/z)./;,(z) uniformly 
on K. Similarly. if K is a compact subset of G,, or a compact subset of 1 #\I 11 
then (15) resp. (16) together with (32) imply that lim,,, , , T;,(Z) = 0 
uniformly on K. Inserting these limits in (18) the assertions (23) and (24) 
follow. The statements (25) and (26) are proved analogously, after observing 
that J,, U (z,,} c L,., (n = 0 ,..., 1 </I < I’,~). 
Finally. suppose that z is as in (27). Then z has a positive distance rf to 
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the set II) u U,,>, J,. LJ {z ,,... } and also z E H, for every n E k,. Because of 
the identity (18), it suffices to show that, for this fixed z, the sequence 
(r:(z)) is unbounded. Since lim,,, d, = 0, it follows that z is an element of 
E,,, for sufficiently large n. Hence there is a number n, E U such that, for 
every n > n,, z lies in at least one of the discs D,,, ,..., D,,,,,,. say. 
z E Dn 0 for , ” n > II,, . 
The estimate (33) and the definition of F,,,,, show that 
I A.,“(4 > n - ll(n + 1) for n > n,,. 
So the sequence (p,,,, (z)) is unbounded and, because of (34). it is also a 
subsequence of (r:(z)). Thus, the sequences (r;(z)) and (u:(z)) both diverge. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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